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"Nature" is a topos,

or

commonplace. Nature is

a

topic I .cannot

avoid. It is the imploded, densely packed location for the simulta

neously ethnospecific, cultural, political, and scientific

conversa

tions about what the allowable structures of action and the possible

plots in the sacred secular dramas of technoscience-as well as in
of technoscience-might be. This nature, this common
place and topical commons, has possessed me sin.ce I was a child.
To inhabit this nature has not been a choice, but a complex inheri
tance. I was riveted by natural law and fixed in the time zones of
the Christian liturgical year, and then set loose in the culture medi
um of the molecular biological laboratory. For people nurtured in
the worlds in which I grew up, whatever else it also is, nature is
good to think with.
the analysis
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Configurations
Nature is also about figures, stories, and

images. This nature,

as

tr6pos, is jerry-built with tropes; it makes me swerve. A tangle of
figurations, nature draws my attention. A child of my
culture, I am nature-tropic: I turn to nature as a sun-loving plant
turns to the sun. Historically, a trope is also a verse interpolated
into a Ilturgical text to embellish or amplify 'its meaning. Nature
has liturgical possibilities; its metaphoricity is inescapable, and that
is its saving grace. This nature displaces me definitively by rooting
me in its domain. The domain in which 1 am so organically rooted
in the last years of the twentieth century is the fully imploded, ful
ly artifactual, natural-cultural gravity well of technoscience. We do
not so much swerve into this well as get sucked into it irrevocably.
materialized

We had better learn to think this nature, this common and shared

something other than a star wars test site or the New
Order, Inc. If technoscience is, among other things, a prac
tice of materializing refigurations of what counts as nature, a prac
tice of turning tropes into worlds, then how we figure tecrmo:
science makes an immense difference.
In this meditation, I want to suggest how to refigure-how to
trope and how to knot together-key discourses about techno
science. Rooted in the {sometimes malestream and maelstrom)
cross-stitched disciplines of science studies, this short essay is part
of a larger, shared task of using antiracist feminist theory and cul
tural studies to produce worldly interference patterns. Because 1
think the practices that constitute technoscience build worlds that
do not overflow with choice about inhabiting them, 1 want to heip
foment a state of emergency in what counts as "normal" in techno
science and in its analysis. Queering what counts as nature is my
categorical imperative. Queering specific normalized categories is
not for the easy frisson of transgression, but for the hope for livable
worlds. What is normal in technoscience, and in its analysis, is all
too often war, with ail its infinitely ramifying structures and strata
gems. All too often, the war of words and things is the luminous
figure for theory, explanation, and narrative.
A lurking question stalks the project of refiguration: How can

place, as

World

science studies scholars take seriously the constitutively militarized

practice of technoscience and not replicate in our own practice, in
cluding the material-semiotic flesh of our language, the worlds we
analyze? How can metaphor be kept from collapsing into the
thing-in-itself? Must technoscience-with all its parts, actors and
actants, human and not-be described relentlessly as an array of in
terlocking agonistic fields, where practice is modeled as military
combat, sexual domination, security maintenance, and market
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by learning to play an old game.
since World War 11, game theory h.as had a very high
us

work

technoscience, much envied and imitated in the human

sciences and popular culture aHke.2 Let us turn to
figures-string figures. Here

we

might find

some

a

game made of

knots

of interest

for tying up approaches to technoscience.

Cat's Cradle
setting up a game of eat's cradle for science studies aficiona
do/as who want time off from the video arcade shoot-em-ups of
much scholarly practice, I need to hold onto two strands that struc
ture all the figures:
(1) Feminist, multicultural, antiracist technoscience projects aim
to intervene in what can count as a good primal story, reliable ra
tional explanation, or promising first conta-ct among heteroge
neous selves and others. Feminist, multicultural, antiracist tech�o
science projects do not respect the boundaries of disciplines,
institutions, nations, or genres. The projet."ts are as likely to be lo
cated in computer graphics labs as in community meetings, in bio
medical worlds as in antitoxics work. Feminist, multicultural, an
tiracist technosdence projects in dude, for example, popular
cultural production (film, TV, video, print fiction, advertising, mu
sic, jokes, theater, computer games), diverse practices for appre
hending and refiguring the ethnospecific categories of nature and
cuiture, professional studies of technoscience (philosophy, anthro
pology, history, sociology, semiology), community organizing, la
In

·

bor practices and struggles, policy work at many levels, health
politics, media interventions,

environ..."ll ental activism, technical

2. In "The Ontology of the Enemy," a paper presented to the Berlin Summer Acade
my on Large Technical Systems, session on Computational Systems, July 27,1993, Pe
ter Galison discusses the mid-century constitution of the enemy-machine (the "ser
vomechanicai enemy") in the convergence of war propaganda in World War II and
the Cold War, game theory, operations research, and cybernetics. This cybernetic ene
my was crucial to reflguring the human-machine boundary in American L-ulture
broadly, producjng both technical and popular paradigms for human action and the
oretical explanation in the natural and human sciences. See also Donna J. Haraway:
"The Biological Enterprise: Sex, Mind, and Profit from Human Engineering to Socio
biology," Radical History Review, no. 20 {springisummer 1979): 206-237; "The High
Cost of Information in Post-World War II Evolutionary Biology: Ergonomic:;, Semi
otics, and the Sociobiology of Communications Systems," Philosophical Forum 13:2-3
( 1981-82): 244-278; "Signs of Dofl"Jnance: From a Ph)'"Sioiogy to a Cybernetics <>f Ph
mate Society, C. R. Carpenter, 1930-70," Studies in History of Biology 6 (1983): 129-219;
and "Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science, Technology, and Sodalist :Feminism 1n the
1980s," Socialist Review, no. 80 (1985): 65-108.
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design, engineering, and every
practices regularly do

not

sacred categories, such

as

sort of scientific research. These
respect boundaries between and among

society or hmnan and nonhu
itself is not very interesting for fem
inist, multiclllturai, antiracist technoscience projects. Techno
science provokes an interest in zones of implosion, more than in
boundaries, crossed or not. The most interesting question is, What
man.

nature and

But boundary crossing in

forms of life survive and flourish in those dense, imploded zones?

(2) Textual rereading is never enough, even if one defines the
text as the world. Reading, no matter how active, is not a powerful
enough trope; we do not swerve decisively enough. The trick is to
make metaphor and materiality implode in the culturally specific
apparatuses of bodily production. What constitutes an apparatus of
bodily production cannot be known in advance of engaging in the
always messy projects of description, narration, intervention, in
habiting, conversing, exchanging, and building. The point is to get
at how worlds are made and unmade, in order to participate in the
processes, in order to foster some forms of life and not others. If
technology, like language, is a form of life, we cannot afford neu
trality about its constitution and sustenance. The point is not just
to read the webs of knowledge production; the point is to reconfig
ur-e what counts as knowledge in the interests of reconstituting the
generative forces of embodiment. I am calling this practice materi
alized refiguration; both words matter. The point is, in short, to
make a difference-however modestly, however partially, however
much without either narrative or scientific guarantees. ln more in
nocent times, long, long ago, such a desire to be worldly was calied
activism. I prefer to call these desires and practices by the names of
the entire, open array of feminist, multicultural, antiracist techno
science projects.
Optical metaphors are unavoidable in figuring technoscience. 3
Critical vision has been central to critical theory, which aims to un
mask the lies of the established disorder that appears as transpar
ently normal.4 Critical theory is about a certain kind of "negativi
ty''-i.e., the relentless commitment to show that the established
disorder is not

necessary,

nor

perhaps even "real." The world

can

be

See Donna j. Haraway, "Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism as
Site of Discourse on the Privilege of Partial Perspective," Femini.�t Studies 14:3 (1988):
575�599.

3.
a

theory still necessary to apprehending technoscience
Horkheimer and Theodore Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment, trans.
John Cumming (New York: Continuum, i972). For a strongly critical argument about
the absence of such negativity in my work on the figure of the cyborg, see Marsha
4.

The

classical locus for critical

remains :Max
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otherwise;

that
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what

'iechnoscience studies
theory without

can

technoscience
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studies

can

be

about.

inherit the bracing negativity of critical

resurrecting its Marxist humanist ontologies and

teleologies. Tf the poison of metaphor-free facticity

can

be neutral

ized by the tropic materiality of worldly engagement-and again,
engagement without narrative or scientific guarantees-then
technoscience studies will have done its job. Perhaps cracking open
possibllities for belief in more llvable worlds would be the most in
cisive kind of theory, indeed, even the most scientific kind of un
dertaking. Perhaps this is part of what Sandra Harding means by
"strong objectivity"!5 "High'' theory might be about pushing criti
cal negativity to its extreme-i.e., toward hope in the midst of per.;
manently dangerous times. So, for me, the most interesting optkal
metaphor is not reflection and its variants in doctrines of represen
tation. Critical theory is not finally about reflexivity, except as a
means

to defuse the bombs of the established disorder and its self

invisible subjects

and categories. My favorite optical metaphor is
complexly erotic practice oi making

diffraction-the noninnocent,
a

difference in the world, rather than displadng the

same

else

where.

colored fibers run through my work:
(1) I draw on intersecting and often coconstitutive threads of
analysis-cultural studies; feminist, multicultural, and antiracist
theory and projects; and science studies-because each of them
does indispensable work for the project of dealing with sites of
transformation, heterogeneous complexity, and complex objects.
(2) For the complex or boundary objects in which I am interest
ed, the mythic, textual, technical, political, organic, and economic
dimensions implode. That is, they collapse into each other in a
knot of extraordinary density that constitutes the objects them
selves. In my sense, story telling is in no way an "art practice"-it
is, rather, a fraught practice for narrating complexity in such a field
of knots or black holes. In no way is story telling opposed to mate
riality. But materiality itself is tropic; it makes us swerve, it trips us;
it is a knot of the textual, technical, mythic/oneiric, organic, politi
Two

cal, and economic.
"Cyborgs, Drag Queens, and Goddesses: Ernandpatory-Regrcssive Paths in
Feminist Theory," Method and Theory in the Study of Religion 5:2 (1993): 135-154. I dis
agree with her reading of the cyborg and her particular doctrine of the human sub
ject, but not with her grasp of the core issue of negativity. Such negativity is the tonic
for cynicism and lethargy.
Hewitt,

S. Sandra Harding, Whose Science? Whose Knowledge?
(Ithaca, N�Y.: Cornell University Press, 1992).

Thinking from

Women� Lives
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Configurations
I try to attend to the differently situated human and nonhuman

actors and actants that encounter each other in interactions that
materialize worlds in

some

forms rather than others. My purpose ls

argue for a certain kind of practice of situated knowledgcs in the
of technoscience, worlds whose fibers reach deep and wide
in the tissues of the planet. These are the worlds in which the axes
of the technical, organic, mythic, political, economic, and textual
intersect in optically and gravitationally dense nodes that function
like wormholes to cast us into the turbulent and barely charted ter
ritories of technoscience.
Along with other science studies scholars, I use the terms actors,
agencies, and actants for both human and nonhuman entities.6 Re
to

worlds

member, however, that what counts as human a n d as nonhuman is
not

given by definition, but only by relation, by engagement in sit

uated, worldly encounters, where boundaries take shape and cate

gories sediment. If feminist, antiracist, multicultural science stud
ies-not to mention technoscience-have taught us anyth'ing, it is
that what counts as human is not, and should not be, self-evident.
The same thing should be true of machines, and of nonmachine,
nonhuman entities in general, whatever they are. Bo.th techno
science and technoscience studies teach people iike those likely to
be reading this essay, who like me are kicking and screaming in
symptomatic Western universalist objection, that there is no pan
human, no pan-machine, no pan-nature, no pan-culture. The sav
ing negativity of critical theory teaches the same thing. There are
only specific worlds, and these are irreducibly tropic and contin
gent.
The choice to use the terms actors, agencie.'i, and actants invites

trouble, but it circumvents worse trouble, I hope. The invited trou
seem a lot like the self-moving en
tities of a cosmos furnished in enduring Aristotelian style. They
look a lot like preformed, modular subjects or core substances, with
adhering accidents. Actors and agents act; they author action; all
real agency is theirs. All eise is patient, if occasionally passionate.

ble is obvious. Actors and agents

6. See Bruno Latour, Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and Engineers through So
dety (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1987); Michel Calion, "Some Ele
ments of a Sociology of Transiation: Domestication of the Scallops and the Fishermen
of St. Brieuc Bay," in Power, Action, and Belief: A New Sociology of Kncr>¥ledge ed. John
Law (London: Routledge and I<egan Paul, 1986), pp. 196-233; Michei Calion and
Bruno Latour, "Don't Throw the Baby Out with the Bath School!" in Science as Practice
and Culture, ed. Andrew Pickering (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), pp.
343-368; Donna j. Haraway, "The Promises of Monsters: Reproductive Politics tor In
appropriate/d Others," in Cultural Studies, ed. Larry Grossberg, Cary Nelson, and
Paula Treichler (New York: Routledge, 1992), pp. 295-337.
,
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All else is ground,

resource,
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matrix, screen,

secret to

be revealed,

game to be hunted by the hero, who is, to repeat ad nauseam,
Actants are a little better; they at least are coHectlves for a
semiotic action-function in a narrative, and not just fictionaily co
herent, single substance-actors. Actants are bundles of action-func
tions; they are not Actors and Heroes. To understand a story, it is
almost never a mistake to anthropomorphize an actor; it might be
a big mistake to anthropomorphize an actant. Part of the legacy of
all this Aristotelian furniture is that everything in the world not
"self-moving" {and guess who is most self-moving of all-our old
friend, the self-invisible man) ends up having to be patient. Non
human nature (including most white women, people of color, the
sick, and others with redoc.ed powers of self-direction c<>mpared to
the One True Copy of the Prime Mover) has been especially pa
tient. (As you can see, this little lesson in the history of philosophy
is a bit eclectic. No matter, cosmic interior decorating in post-porno
I
essays shows worse tas te than that.)
To insist that both those humans denied the power of self-mo
tion in the history of Western philosophy and also all of nonhu
fair

the

actor.

man nature be seen to be lively, consequential, where the action is,

agents, actors, etc.-in short, movers and shakers in the knowl
edge-production game-I am willing to risk the metaphysical
chronic fatigue syndrome induced by the language of agencies and
actors. I do not yet know how to insist on such things well enough

one pole of a disreputable binary,
patient pole for much of anything.
This is an occupational hazard for feminists of my cultural history.
We seem terribly afraid of patience; we mistake it for passivity.
Hardly any wonder. Like the characters in Marge Piercy's Woman on
the Edge of Time, 1 do not know how to leap out of my natural-cul
tural history to make it all come out right/
1 try to get out of the trouble my language invites by stressing

by a means other than stressing
while refusing to

use

the more

that the agencies and actors are

never

preformed, prediscu:rsive,

just

anything
only waiting for a veil to be lifted and "land ho!" to be

out there, substantial, concrete, neatly bounded before
happens,

pronounced. Human and nonhuman, all .entities take shape in

en

and the actors and partners in encounters
are not all human, to say the least. Further, many of these nonhu
man partners and actors are not very natural, and certainly not
original. And all humans are not the Same. This is a key difference

counters, in practices;

7.

Marge Piercy, Woman on the Edge of Time (New York: Knopf, 1976).
He, She, and It {New York: Knopf, 1991).

Pierc-y,

See also Marge
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way the humans and the non-human components of
knowledge production are generaJly figured in scientific discourse.
ln that kind of discourse, the objects of discovery and explanation
might be hidden, but they are preformed, there, ready for the first
voyager to pronounce 11land ho!" and forever after pose as the ven
triloquist (representor) to the way the world really is. And the
subjects/actors who do the discovering are, at least ideally, inter
changeable, all the Same, self-invisible, reliable, modest witnesses
self-invisible, transcendent Subjects, in short, out on a noble jour
ney to report on embodied Nature. Traditional scientific realism
depends on that kind of reality, where nature and society are "real
ly/' foundationally, there. It is really existing reality, a bit like actu
ally existing socialism used to be-quite totalitarian, really, though
said to be fully objective, i.e., full of -objects. I find such realism
simpiy objectionable, and full of nothing but tricks. Expunging
metaphoricity from the sacred realm of facticity depends on the
conjuring trick of establishing the categorical purity of nature and
society, nonhuman and human.
All that is needed for a game of eat's cradle is now in play.
Drawn into patterns taught me by a myriad of other practitioners
in technoscience worlds, 1 would like to make an elementary string
from the

figure in the form of a cartoon outline of the interknitted discours
es named (1) cultural studies; (2) feminist, multicultural, antiracist

science projects; and (3)

science studies. Like other worldly entities,

these discourses do not exist entirely outside each other. They are
not preconstituted, nicely bounded scholarly practices

or

doctrines

other in debate or exchange, pursuing wars of
words or cashing in on academic markets, and at best hoping to
form uneasy scholarly or political alliances and deals. Rather, the
that confront each

three names are place markers, emphases, or tool kits--knots, if

you will-in a constitutively interactive, collaborative process of
trying to make sense of the natural worlds we inhabit and that in

us; i.e., the worlds of technosdence. I will barely sketch what
draws me into the three interlocked webs. My intention is that
readers will pick up the patterns, remember what others have
learned how to do, invent promising knots, and suggest other fig
ures that will make us swerve from the established disorder of fin
ished, deadly worlds.
habit

Cultural Studies: A set of discourses about
production; emphasis
entity.

Not culture

studies,

on

the

apparatus of bodily/cultural

the irreducible specificity of that apparatus for each

only as symbols and meanings,

but culture as an

account

not

comparative

culture

of the agencies, hegemonies, counter-hege-
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a n d unexpected poss i b i l i t ies of bod ily

M a rxisrn, psychoanalys is,

theories

construc t i o n .

of hegemony,

Deep debts

to

stud ies,

com m u n i cations

cri t ical theory of the Fran kfurt variety, the political and sch olariy cau ldron of
the Center
location

Studies

fo r C u ltural

at

the Universi ty

of

Birming h a m .

and

knowledge. U n convinced by claims about insuperable natura l

divides between high and low
and things, theory

and

cu lture,

science a n d everything else, words

practice.M

Theory/Projects: The

Feminist, Multicultural, and Anti racist
the marked bodies

in

the

stori es,

never

" race, " or

any st ructured inequality

interlocking specific instance gets built i nto the world-i.e.,
attri butes

builds worlds and
into
not

or as

properties, but " racialized gender"

objects

in some

objects and practices and
in

or from

nature

ways

culture,

quest into the present. Rather, gender and
the social, and have

Femin ist, anti racist,

which the need fo r

no

as a

in

each

"gender"

or

practice that
I

than others, that gets built
in the

making,

somethi n g with an "origin, " for

out i n to the rest

from family

not

other way. Bodies

nor race is

the family, that then travels
into

rather

exists i n no

bodies made. Neither gender

example

is

seif-evi•

is n eve r

simply "concrete, " always critical; the kind of standpoint with

stakes in showing how "gen der, "
" race " as

view from

discourses, and practices; marked positions;

situated knowledges, where the description of the situation
dent,

Relentless

the ties of power a nd embodiment, metaphoricity and fa-cticity,

a tte n t i o n t o

into

of the social world,

society, from slavery

race are b u i l t into

other real ity, no origin, no

or con

practil-e, which

status as

p roperties .

and multicul tural locations shape the standpoint from
an

elsewhere, for "difference"

is

undeniable. This is the

unreconci led position for Gitical inquiry about apparatuses of bodily pro
duction. Denaturalization
tation with

a

w ithout

dematerialization; questioning represen

vengea nce.9

R. A bibliography of cultural studies is impossible, but for a view of one concatena
tion of writing under that label, see Grossberg, Nel son, and Treichler, eds., CuUuml
Studies (above, n . 6); the bibliographies in that boo k lead into most of th e other webs.
My sense of the historically s.pectfic, coconstttutlve, eat's cradle-like quality of cul t ural
stud ies, sc ience studi es, and antiradst fem i nist theory is in debted to Katie King, Theo
ry and Its Travels: Conversation.� in U.S. Feminism {Bloomington: I ndia n a University
Press, forthcoming). See joseph Rouse, "What Are Cultural Studies of Scientific
Knowledge?" Configuratiom 1 (1993): 1-22, for a very helpful argument and genealo

gy.
9. How can I footnote such a pattern of debts? I wi ll not try. Let me only point t-o a
few new works in t h is web that focus on scit>nce: F.vclyn Fox Keller, Secrets of Li{e, Se
crets of Death (New York: Routledge, 1992); Harding, Whose Science? (above, n. 5); San
dra Harding, cd., The "Racia l"' Economy o( Sc.ience {Bloomington: Indiana Universi ty
Press, 1 993); Susan Leigh Star, "Power, Technology and the Phenomenology of Con
ventions: On Being Allergic to Onions, " in A Sociology of Monsters: Power, Technolog;"
and the Modern World , ed. john Law {Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991), pp. 2&-:56; Emi ly
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C o n fi g u ra ti ons
Science S t udies: reflex ivHy,
ence

a n d technology, science

made),

a ctors

l ishing

m a tters

right

c o n s t ru ctionism ,

tools

i n act ion , science

in the maki n g ( not science

of

practice and culture,

fact , science as

nature,

boundary objects,

the

job, artifacts with politics, delegated labo r, dead labor,
the cuHure of

fully opera tionalized, escape

no

culture, the

na t u re

of no

nature, nature

veloci t ies, obl igatory compared to

distributed

passage points, representing and intervening, how e xperi ments end,
epistemology. All the disciplines

of

science

studies: his tory,

of the histories of radical

science m ovements,

social

philosophy,

ology, semiology, and anthropology; but also the formation
ies out

sci

and networks, li terary/social/material technologies for estab

for the

confronting

tec h noscience instead of

of science

soci

stud

community organizing,

and policy-directed work. These h istories are reg-..xfarly erased in t h e hege
monic accounts of
academy

and the

discipl i n a ry

professions.

and interdisc i plinary development

in

the

10

"The End o f the Body?" A merican Ethnologist, 1 9 : 1 ( 1 992): 1 21-1 40; Z oe Sof1a,
"Virtual Corporeality: A Fem i nist View, " A ustralian Feminis t Studies, no. 15 (Autumn
1 992) : 1 1-24. For an a m bitious, recen t, and alrea dy outdated bibliography of feminist
science stud ies/projects, a document with h u n dreds of entries ranging from activist
analyses in the midst of social movements to dozens of monographs and extensive
scholarly journal litera tures, see Resources for Feminist Research/Documentation sur Ia
Recherche Femirtiste, 1 9:2 {1990), "Phi losoph1ca1 Fem i n ism: A B ibliographic Guide to
Critiques of Science, " ed. Al i son Wylie, Kathleen Okruhlik, Sandra M orton, and Leslie
Thielen- Wilson, Department of Philosop h y, University of Western O ntario, London,
Ontario. This large, d iverse, and very incomplete bibiiography gives one pause when
considering the paucity of citations of the feminist sci ence studies litera ture by most
maiestream science studies aficionado/as.
Martin,

1 0. I have made this section of my string figure most1y out of purloined titles from re
cent science studies pub l i cations. As above, there is no way to delineate adequately
the structure of debts for learning to play eat's cradle. Obviously, not all of the works
I draw from so impressionistical1y here are in harmony with each other; ne ither are
they at war. They play, contest, and join (and many o ther action verbs) with e ach
other in a complex pattern of inquiry. A min imum citation practice demands at least:
Latour, Science in Action (above, n. 6); Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar, Laboratory Life
{Beverly Hills: Sage, 1979); joseph Ro use, Kt�owledge and Power (Ithaca, N .Y. : Cornell
University Press, 1987); H elen Longino, Science as Social Knowledge (Princeton : Prince
ton University Press, 1 990); Peter Galison, How Experiments End (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1 9 8 7); lan Hacking, Representing ami Intervening (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1 983); Sharon Traweek, Beamtimes and Lifetimes (Cambridge,
Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1 988); Pickering, Science as Practice and Culture
(above, n. 6); Steve Woolgar, ed., Knowledge and Reflexivity: New Frontiers in the Sociolo
S'I of Knowledge {Beverly Hills: Sage, 1988); W. E. Bij ker, T P. Hughs, and T. Pinch, eds.,
Tne Social Construction of Technological Systems: New Directions in the Sociology and His
tory o( Technology (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1 987); David Bloor, Knowledge and So
cial imagery (London: Rou tledge a n d Kegan Paul, 1 9 7 6); H. M. Collins, Changing Or
der: Replication and Induction in Scientific Practice (Beverly H i l ls: Sage, 1985); Karin
Kno.rr-Cetina , The Marr.J(acP.1re of Knowledge (Oxford: Pergamon, 1 981); Evelyn Fox
Keller, Re,flections on Gender lmd Science (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985);
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I seek

a

knotted analyt ical

among these three internally
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practicei o ne tha t gets tangled up
non hom ogeneous, nonexclusive, of

ten m u tually constitutive, b u t also nonisomorphk a n d some times
m utually repe llent webs of

discourse. The tangles

effective critical practice. Let
without

co m m a s :

me name

antiracist

are

necessary to

this knot tendenti ously and

multia1 ltural

fem i n i st

technoscience-i . e . , a practice of critical theory

as

studies

of

eat's cra d le

is a game for inquiring into all the odd ly con figured
categories clumsily called things like science, gender, race, class, na
tion, or discipline . It is a game th at req uires heterogeneous players,
who cannot all be members of any one category, no matter how
mobile and incl usive the category seems to be to those inside it. I
want to call the problematic but inescapable w.orld of antiracist
games. 1 1 This

feminist muiticultura l studies of technoscience simply " eat's

cra

dle." eat's cradle is a game for nominalists like me who cannot not
we cannot possibly have . As soo n as possession enters
the game, the stri ng figures freeze into a lying. pattern.
Cat's cradle is about patterns and knots; the game takes great
skill and can result in some serio us surprises. One person can build
up a large repertoire of string figu res on a single pair of hands; but
the eat's cradle figures can be passed back and forth on th e hands
of several piayers, who add new moves in the bui l ding of complex
desire what

Cunfrontin.� Na ture (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1 986); Donna Haraway, Simi
and Women (New York: Routledge, 1 99 1 ); Steve Shapin and Si mon Schaf
fer, Levia than and the A ir-Prmrp (Princeton : Pri nceton University Press, 1 985); Steve
Fu l l er, Social Epistemology (Bloomington: I n d i a na U n iversity Press, 1 988); Adele Clarke
and joan Fujimura, eds., Tile R ight Tools for the Job (Princeton: Pri nceton University
Press, 1992); M ichael Lynch, A rt and A rtifact in Laboratory Science ( London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1985 ); Langdon Wi nner, " D o Artifacts Have Politics?" in The Whale
and the Reactor: A Search for Limits in an Age of' High Technology (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1 986), pp. 1 9-39, 1 80-18 1 ; Sa l Restivo, " Modern Science as a Social
Problem , " Social Problems 35:3 ( 1 988): 206--225; Londa Schiebinger, The Mind Has No
Sex? (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1 989); Annemarie M ol, "Wombs,
l'igmenta tion, and Pyramids: Should Antiracists and Feminists Try to C'..o nfine ' BiolO·
gy' to I ts Proper Place?" , in Shaping Difference , ed . A. v a n Lenning and j. Hermsen
(London: Routledge, 1 99 1 ), pp. 149- 1 63; Susa n Leigh Star and James R. Griesemer,
" Institutional Ecology, 'Translations , ' and Boundary Objects, " Social Studies of" Science
1 9 ( 1 989): 3&7-420; Geof Bowker, " How to He Universal: Some Cybernetic Strategies, "
Social Sludies ofScience 23 ( 1 993): 107- 1 2 7 . The end of the list is arbitrary; the flavor is
Trevor Pinch,
ans,

Cyborgs,

not.

1 1 . Bab Westerveld, Cal's Cradle and Other String Figures, translated by Plym Peters and
Tony Langham, research and explanations by Hein Broos, photography and layout by
Miriam deVrl es (New York: Penguin, 1 979). Thanks to Rosten Hogness for his unpub
lished a rticle on eat's cradle written for the Science Writin g Program at the University
of California at Santa Cruz, 1 99 3 . l also owe to him the joking comparison of eat's
cradle a n d p hysical string theory.
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Co n f i g u ra t i o n s

patterns . ea t 's cradie i nvites
son

not being able

to

a

sense of collective work, o f o n e per

make all the patter n s alone. One does

not

m ore open
repeat interesting pat
terns, and figuring out what happened to result in intriguing pat
terns is an embodied ana iyt�ca l skill. The game is played around
the world and can have considerable c u l tural significance. Cat's cra
dle is both local and global, distributed and knotted together.
If we do not learn how to play eat's cra d l e well, we can just make
a tangled m e s s . Bu t if we attend to scholarly, a s well as technosci
enti fi c, eat's cradle with as much loving attention as has been lav
ished on high-status war games, we might learn something about
how worlds get made and unmade , and for whom . "String theory"
and "super string theory" are names for high-status explanatory
models in cosm ology and physics . these theories of the universe
are designated TOE-i .e., a Theory of Everything. TOE is a j oke, of

11Wi n " a t eat's cradle; the goa l is

more

i nteresting a n d

ended than that. It is not always possible to

course, but

a

very revealing one about the

deep ideological

reso

totality in the knowledge-pow
er games of the " hard" sciences, with physics and mathematics the
" hardest" cases of allY Cat's cradle is not that kind of game; its
stri ng theories are not theories of everything. Cat's cradle is, how
ever, a mathematical game about complex, collaborative practices
for making and passing on culturally in teresting patterns. eat's cra
dle belongs to no one, to no 1'one" cultu re or self, to n o frozen sub
ject or object. eat's cradle is a wonderful game for demystifying n o
tions like subject positions and fields of discourse. I l i ke the trope
embedded in this string theory. Cat 's cradle players are very un l i ke
ly to think that war games give the best models of knowledge
building and th e best tropes for one's own practice . N a rrative struc
tures built on miming eat's cradle patterns would not produce an
other Sacred Image of the Same.
eat's cradle is where I think the action is in science studies, femi
nist studies, antiraci sm, and ctt l tlual studies-n ot in the mind
numbing militarized games of endless agonistic encounters and tri
als of strength passing as critical theory and as technoscience. I f, as
we must do, we are fruitfu lly to mistake the world for the trope,
nances and commitment to unified

a lot of attention to the joking cu lture built into the
of theories and machines in high-energy physics. See Sharon Traweek, " Border
Crossings: Narrati.vt> Strategies In Science Studies and among Physicists in Tsukuba
Science City, Japan , " in Pi ckering, Science as Practice ar.d Culture (above, n. 1 0), pp.
429--465. Biology is also ful l of this mode of signifying practice. A seriou s, culturally
speci fic, psychoanalytic trea tment of tech nescience joke-names <:ou lcl be more than a
1 2 . Sharon Traweek has paid

names

little interesti ng.
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H a raway
a nd t h e

trope fo r

o u r own

dle prom ises to be

a

method, i n
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a

spiraling mimesis, eat's

cra

l ess-deadly vers i on for mo ral discou rse, knowl

practlce than heroic tri a is of strength .
Tracing networks a nd configuring agencie.o;/actors/actants i n an 

edge claims, a n d critica l

tiracist feminist multicultura l studles of techn oscience might l ead
us

to places different from those reached by trac ing

tants
dle

actors

and ac

through networks in yet another war game. I prefer cat1S

as

an

issues are about the semiosis of embodi
j udith Butler's nicely punning phrase, about "bodies

metaphors a n d stories; the
ment,

o r,

in

that matter. " 1 3

1 3 . j udith

cra 

actor-network theory. The issues here are n ot " mere "

Butler,

Bodies That Matter

(New York: Routledge, 1993).

